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modern shag

Modern shag haircuts add your look a stylish edgy twist
moving your hairstyles to the next level. A shag is
fantastic in any length: short shaggy hairstyles are

extremely sassy and sexy, with a medium shag haircut
you are easily getting on-trend disheveled styles, while
long shag haircuts are famous for their incredible all-

over layers. Shags are equally good on fine and thick,
curly and straight hair. Shag haircuts for fine hair boost

volume, and curly shag haircuts are great to settle
recalcitrant frizz. And don’t forget to view the latest

shaggy bob haircuts, if you don’t mind to surprise your
good old bob with a modern quirk!



short bangs

Bangs don't have to be full and blunt to be on-trend.
Krysten Ritter proves piece-y bangs that sit above your
eyebrows are just as pretty. In fact, they might just be

easier to wear as the openness tones down the
intensity and brings all attention to the eyes. If you want
to try the trend for 2020 but aren't ready to fully commit,

a hair piece is a great option to start. Your stylist can
even help you trim it to the right fringe length.

short bangsshort bangs



french girl bob
It’s no secret that the world is just a little bit in love with
everything French. The food, the wine, the interiors…

But, according to Pinterest, it’s Parisian hairstyles we’re
all coveting right now. Saves for “French haircut” in

Australia have increased by 430% in the past year –
seems everyone’s after a bit of that elusive, French je
ne sais quoi.The latest undone look is the epitome of
cool. It’s all about three things: the curtain fringe, the

choppy, shoulder-length bob and the textured, messy,
undone finish. So sexy, so French!Here are our

favourite looks to recreate this weekend in Canberra…
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soft rooty blonde



brunette on brunette

Unlike Instagrammable rose gold, gray, and the gamut of rainbow hair
colors we've witnessed on red carpets and social media, dark brown is one

shade that will simply never go out of style. It's easily one of the most common
hair colors, so it only makes sense. Just because it's ubiquitous doesn't mean

dark brown has to be boring, though. Whether you're already a brunette
looking to spice things up, or you've been a blonde your entire life and want a
major change, it's an excellent option since there are myriad different shades
and undertones to choose from. A rich, warm mahogany hue might suit some,
while a cool-toned coffee or cedar-brown will be a better route for others. So, if
you've been contemplating coming to the dark side, your best bet is to have a

consultation with your colorist to determine the desired effect you want. To give
you a head start, we took the liberty of compiling some of the prettiest dark

brown hair colors we could find for each skin tone. This way, you can get an
idea for which specific shades will look like on you before sitting down in the
salon chair. Without further ado, feast your eyes on the inspiration ahead to

find your favorite new look.



70's sunshine hues
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